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INTRODUCTION 
V. F. R. JONES discovered a new link type invariant, called Jones polynomial, in 1984 [l]. 
Since then, many new invariants of link theory have been discovered. e.g. 2-variable Jones 
polynomial, Q-polynomial, L-polynomial, etc. A characteristic of those invariants is that 
each of them has a recursive defining formula. It is very important to study the properties of 
those invariants and relations between those invariants. In particular, it is very interesting 
to ask that what information those invariants of (r,O)-cabling of a link have. in fact it is 
known that the Jones polynomial of (2,0)-cabling of a knot has some information of the 
knot which the Jones polynomial of the knot does not have [5,6]. 
In this paper we will introduce an operator on the set of regular isotopy invariants. 
Further we get some new invariants by this operator’s acting on some known invariants. 
What is important is that those new invariants also have recursive defining formulas. At the 
end of this paper, we will obtain the fact that the Jones polynomial of (2,0)-cabling of a knot 
is derived from the Kauffman’s Dubrovnik polynomial of the knot. 
1. FUNDAMENTAL NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 
Let 3, and & be link diagrams on S2. The notation 2, I/ 3, will mean a split sum of 9, 
and 8, (i.e. C@i n s2 = 4), and the notations gi .V, will mean a union of g1 and 9, such 
that %i n g2 = {crossing points) (may be empty), and the notation Pi IY, will mean that 
GZi and gz are splittable in 3-dimensional space. (See Fig. 1). We will always regard 
ypl u . . . u 9” (resp. 9, u . . . u 9”) as an rr-component link (resp. link diagram) consists of 
components Pi, . . . , -rP, (resp. 2(1, . . ,.Yn). 
For an oriented link diagram Y, we will define the writhe w(g) as follows. 
o(g) = C sign(c), where c ranges over all crossings of CP and sign( x ) = I, 
CEY 
sign ( z ) = - 1. The notation 19 ( means Y without the orientation. If 2 is a knot diagram 
(i.e. l-component link diagram), there is no ambiguity to defining the writhe of unoriented 
knot diagram (91 by w(\GZ\) = w(P). For an unoriented link diagram 3 = 9, u. . . u Qn, 
define the writhe of 9 by w(P) = 2 ~(2~). 
i=l 
For a link _c? = 9, u . . . u -I%,, we shall say that Y = 8, u . . . u 9. is an untwisted 
diagramofYiffforanyi=l,..., n, ~(2~) = 0. For an oriented link 9 = 2, u . . . u _Yn, 
define the total linking I/C(P) of _?? by /k(Y) = 1 Ik(_Pi, 6pj). In particular, for a knot X, 
i<j 
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Fig. 1 
define /k(N) = 0. It is shown easily that for an oriented link diagram 9 of an oriented link 
24, M*(Q) = w((P’/) + 2/k(Y). 
Let r be a positive integer. For a link diagram 9,9@) will mean the u-paralleled diagram 
of B as in Fig. 2. For a link 9, Y (I) mean the link consisting of all (r,O)-tablings of each 
component of 9. It is shown easily that if 9 is an untwisted diagram of an oriented link Y 
then gCr) is an untwisted diagram of _Y((“. 
53 cp131 
Fig. 2. 
The deformations of diagrams shown in Fig. 3 are called Reidemeister moves. 
Ambient isotopy oflink diagrams is a deformation generated by Reidemeister moves I :, 
I I, II and III. Regular isotopy of link diagrams is a deformation generated by Reidemeister 
moves II and III. 
If P is a regular isotopy invariant then we can define a link type invariant P(Y) by 
P(Y) = P(9)), where 9 is an untwisted diagram of Y. Its welldefinedness is derived from 
the next lemma. 
LFMMA. Assume that 9 = 9, u . . u 9,,, 2’ = 9: u . . . u 9; are two diagrams of a 
link Y = 9, LJ. . v 9,. Then 9 is regular isotopic to 9 ’ up to ordered components ifl 
w(5Pi)= w(Cl~)_for all integers i = 1, . , il. 
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Proof: The proof is an obvious extension of the arguments as given by Kauffman as 
in [2]. 
The necessity is trivial. For the sufficiency, we append a new type of move IV+, IV- to 
the Reidemeister moves which is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the diagrams are on S’, then 
IV’ is a regular isotopy. I : = IV+I; and 1: = IV+ I; implies that any ambient isotopies 
are generated by I;, I ;, II and III. 
Fig. 4. 
Let S be a sequence of Reidemeister moves which deforms 9 to 9’. Since ~(9~) = 
w(9$‘), those numbers of I; and I ; in the sequence which applies to the i-th component of 
the diagram are equal. Let S = S, I T Sz I ; S,, where i, j = 1,2 and i # j and I ; and 1; apply 
to the same component. Then we can change S to S’ = S, S; 111,: S,, where S; has the same 
move of type I ; , I ; as S,. Since I T I,: can be replaced by IV -, we can decrease the number 
of the moves of type I in the sequence S. 0 
In this paper, we shall treat each regular isotopy invariant Pas a linear function from the 
formal linear space based in the all link diagrams to some Laurent polynomial ring. i.e. 
P(i.9, + ~9~) = EJ(GB1) + @(&), where E., P are scalars and 9,) B2 are link diagrams. 
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2. SCALAR OPERATOR 
In this section we define the scalar operator (-t 2) on regular isotopy invariants. 
Let P be a regular isotopy invariant of link diagrams and i. be a scalar. Then we define 
the new invariant (P + i.) by the following. 
(P+>.)(Y) = C i.#“-p”P(9’), where 2 ’ ranges all subdiagrams of $2 (each of Y 
9’ C c/ 
and 4 is regarded as a subdiagram of 2) and the notation # means the number of link 
components. For convenience we define that 0’ = 1. It is obvious that (P + iv) is a regular 
isotopy invariant. This can be viewed as a sort of multilinear operator in the components 
9 I,“‘, 9,, of 9, i.e. (P+E.)(Q) = (P+i,. . ,P+i)(8,, . . ,9”), with the convention 
that 
(P, . . , P, i., P, . . , P) (Ql, . . . , CZi- 1, gi, Bi+ 1, . . , GZn) 
= E.(P,. . . , P) (gl,. . . , Si-1, Yiil, . . . CZn) 
= 1P(9’), where 9’ is the diagram 2 with Qi omitted, and similarly for more appear- 
ances of 2. 
And define (i.P)(8) = 1. #cu)P(9). This operator has the following properties. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let E., p be scalars. 
(i) (P+O) = P, 
(ii) ((P+i.)+p)=(P+(E.+p)), 
(iii) ((pP) + I.) = (p(P + E./p)). 
Proc$ (i) is trivial. 
(ii) ((p + j.) + p)(g) = C p#c9-v’) C j.#(9’-9”)p(gj?“) 
cl’c 9 rf” c ff’ 
= 4 = p#-#(Y--V’)j_#(Y’-‘/“) p(g!!) V” c Y If ” c Cf’ c ‘f 1 
= qzy(j. + j1)#‘~/-~“‘P(9”) 
= (p+(i.+p))(Y). 
(iii) ((pP) + i.)(g) = C i.#“/-“‘p”#‘v”P(Y’) 
‘/ c ‘/ 
= (p(P + j./p)) = (9). 0 
3. SOME REGULAR ISOTOPY INVARIANTS 
Kauffman defined two regular isotopy invariants (9) and ((9 >> named bracket 
polynomial and double bracket polynomial in [3,4]. In this paper we shall use the notation 
B(9) and W(9) instead of (9 ) and ((9 >>. Those invariants are defined by the following. 
B(S) = AB(=) + A - ’ B( 10, 
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B(4) = 1. B(oi/9) = 6B(9)). where 6 = -A’- A-‘. 
US) = WA 4= + A-4)( + A2(x + =) + A -2():+;() +;: +x +}< 
+;(+;/:+(A2+A-2))I:), 
W’(4) = 1. If 9 is the planar graph, i.e. without crossings. then M.(V ) = P+y. where 
p = rank H,(Y), q = rank H,(Q). 
The notation o, r and 4 will mean a simple diagram of a loop without self-crossings. a 
diagram of an arc and the empty diagram. respectively. The reader shall understand that ‘, 
is a crossing and i( is a vertex with index 4 and v is a vertex with index 3 together with an 
end point of an edge. And these small figures represent larger diagrams that are the same 
except for small changes indicated in those figures. 
However, these definitions are different from Kauffman’s original ones at the point of 
normalizing. That is, (0) = 1, ((0)) = 8, but B(o) = 3. W(O) = 6”. Those invariants have 
the following properties. 
B( ,Q) = - A3B(-), B(2) = -A _3i3(-.), 
W(,~)=A8W(h)+(A6-AZ)W(~4), W($I)=A-8W(-)+(A-6-A-2)W(+ 
The following two propositions are shown in [3]. 
PROPOSITION 2. -(t112 + t-‘J2)V(d;P)(t) = (- r1’4)‘V(“B(19/i)(rm1 “) where V(Y)(t) is 
the Jones polynomial of an oriented link ^4a and c/ is u diagram of 2’. 
PROPOSITION 3. W(2) = B( YC2)), 
Kauffman’s Dubrovnik polynomial D(Y)(a. z) and L-polynomial L(G’)(a, z) are regular 
isotopy invariants defined by the following in [3,4]. 
43 - D(‘/,) = 4D(=r) - DO()), 
D(.@ ) = aD(-), D(J ) = u-‘II(-). 
D(4)= 1, D(olB)=aD(P), where a=((~-a-‘)/:+ 1. 
LN) + Log = z(L(=) + LOO, 
L(.C ) = aL(-), L(% ) = a-‘L(-_), 
L(4) = 1, L(oIY’) = s,!,(Y), where T = (u + NC’)/:-‘. 
The above definitions are also different from original ones at the point of normalizing. 
Now, we define two regular isotopy invariants M(9) and N(9) by the next. 
M(9) = (D + l)(V). N(V) = (L + I)(‘/). 
We extend those invariants of link diagrams to invariants of diagrams of link with arcs, by 
M(r.9) = EM(~)), N(a*.Q) = &N(Y), where Y is a diagram of an arc and I: is an indetermi- 
nate. So, the extended invariants are Laurent polynomials with indeterminates a, z and E, 
and they are denoted M(9)(a, z, c) and N(‘/)(u, z. c) when the indeterminates are noted. 
THEOREM 1. Those invariants M and N have the jbllowin~q recursive dejning fbrmulus. 
(l-1) M(S-%)=zM(=:-)(-&-l(==+~-)):-_:()), 
(l-2) M(Q)=M(~-+(~-~)E-‘-~), M(,Q)=M(a-‘-+(l-a-l)~-l+~), 
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Proof: (l-3) and (2-3) are shown easily as follows. 
M(ol9) = c (D(olB’) + D(B’)) = (a + 1) 1 D(9’) = (a + l)M(CP). 
Y’C q L)‘Cfi 
N(ol9) = c (L(oIY’) + L(9’)) = (T + 1) c L(L?‘) = (5 + l)N(L?), 
9’ C c/ 9’CP 
(l-2) is shown as follows. 
M(J? ~64---u-~~--(1 -u)E-l**9) = M(.@~Y--u-~9-(1 -u)Q) 
= &D((P *5?‘+9’)-a(-*S’+9’) 
(2-2) is shown as (l-2). 
-(I -u)9’) = 1 D(_@ -~‘-u-~9’) = 0. 
9’ci/ 
To show (l-l) and (2-l), we put 
(*l)=(S.~-%.~-z(==.~-)(~~-&-1(T=.~++2=.~-))(.~--:(.~))), 
(*2)=N(~.~++.~-(z(~~~++(~~-&-‘(~=.~++=-r.~++)(.~++:(~~)) 
+ 2E-lH.9 +X*9) + 2(z - 1)&-2::.9)). 
We consider the following 7 cases shown in Fig. 5, from a global point of view. We shall 
show that ( * 1) = 0 and ( *2) = 0 for each case. 
Case 1. (*l)=MO;.~-‘~~.Y-z(=:.8-)(.~--‘~--’~+++$)) 
This sum is zero by the definition of D. 
,--. I 
x [:y)(]: CA;; 
\ ,’ L /’ ‘__’ ‘._*’ 
case 4 case 5 Case 6 case 7 
Fig. 5. 
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This sum is zero by the definition of L. 
Case 2. It is an argument similar to case 1. 
Case 3. (*l) = M(S.~-%.~-z(~.~-)(,8-9-8+8+8)), 
= c O((~.~‘+\.~‘+/.S’+~‘)-(~.~‘+\.S’+i.U’+~’) 
fi’cfz 
-z((=-9’+9’)-()(.9’+9’))). 
=yyN((S.~‘+\.~‘+/.~‘+~‘)+(j/.g’+\.~’+i.Y’+C/’) 
- z((x. S’+s@‘)+(,(.S’+9’)-49’)-2((\-9’+8’) 
+(/-LB’ + .9’)-(z- l)Q’), 
= ~~~Ri(?:.~f+:i.g’-z(=.~‘+)r,Li”‘)) 
= 0. 
Case4.(*l)=d4(~-~-z(~-~-~-(-~~++-~-~))) 
= 0. 
(*2)=&N(B+9-(z(--~++-(-~a+s+~++) 
+ 2(.f;i + 8) + 2(z - lp)) 
= 0. 
Case 5. A calculation similar to case 4. 
Case6. (*1)=~M(\~~-\,~~-~(~-~-((9+B-9-9))) 
= 0. 
(*2)=&N(\‘9+\~9-(Z(9++-(~++++++)) 
+2(\.9.+9)+2(2-1)9)) 
= 0. 
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Case 7. A calculation similar to case 6. We complete the proof of Theorem 2. : 
Now, we shall investigate the invariant (B + l)(Q). We extend this invariant of link 
diagram to a invariant of diagrams of link with arcs, by (B + 1) (r-9) = c(B + 1) (9 ). where 
x is a diagram of an arc and E is an indeterminate. 
THEOREM 2. (B + 1) (9:) has the following recursive defning,formulL~. 
(B+l)(~)=(B+l)(A=c+A-‘)(-&-~(A~-~A-~--)):-A-’:(+~+~~) 
+(A + A-’ - 1)&-2::), 
(B+ l)(4) = 1, (B+ l)(N.9) = s(B+ l)(9), (B+ l)(oIlP) = a(B+ l)(9). 
wherea= l-A2-Am2. 
Proof: It is an argument similar to Theorem 1. 
4. ON THE JONES POLYNOMIAL OF 2-PARALLELED LINKS 
It had been known that the Jones polynomial of the (2,0)-cabling of a knot is essentially 
different from the Jones polynomial of the knot. Becuase there exist two knots X‘, and x“, 
such that V(X~“) # V(GC’,~‘) but V(X,) = I/(X2) ([5,6]). So, it is very interesting to see 
what properties V(L?‘~‘), V(.LF3’), . . . have. The following theorem is a partial answer of 
this problem. 
THEOREM 3. The Jones polynomial of f-paralleled link qf a link is derived jkom the 
invariant M, i.e. -(t112 +t-1’2)V(Y(2))(t) = M(lL3l)(t-‘, t-l - t), where Y is un oriented 
link und 9 is an untwisted link diagram of Y. 
Proqf: By substituting a = A*, z = A4 - Ae4, E = - A2 - Ae2, the defining formulas 
of M(A’, A4- A-4 - A2 - Ae2) in Theorem 1 becomes the defining formulas of the 
double bracket polynomial W. So, we obtain W(9)(A) = M(9)(A8, A4- Am4, - A2 
- AM2) = M(B) (A*, A4 - Ae4). By proposition 3 we complete the proof. 0 
This theorem and the definition M = (D + 1) imply directly the following. 
COROLLARY. Let 9 be an untwisted diagram qf an oriented knot X. Then - (t”’ + t - ‘j2) 
v(GP’)(t) = D(lQ”l)(t-2, t-l -t)+ 1. 
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